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NASCAR ALL-STAR RACE

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

DAVID CRIGGER/BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

Lights glow under the cars during the NASCAR All-Star Race Wednesday night before an estimated 22,000 fans at Bristol Motor Speedway.

DAVID CRIGGER/BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

Fans make their way to their seats about an hour before the
start of the 2020 NASCAR All Star Race Wednesday at BMS.

Biden, Gates, other Twitter accounts
compromised in apparent Bitcoin scam

NASCAR hosts largest
sporting event crowd
since pandemic began

Fans mask up for NASCAR
All-Star Race at speedway
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Fans stand
at the

start of the
NASCAR All-

Star Open
auto race

Wednesday
night at

Bristol Motor
Speedway
in Bristol,

Tennessee.
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Event staff
distributed
masks to
those who
needed
them for
Wednesday
night’s race
at Bristol
Motor
Speedway.
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BY TIM DODSON
BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

BRISTOL, Tenn. — De-
spite a growing number of
COVID-19 cases in North-
east Tennessee and public
health concerns surround-
ing large gatherings, thou-
sands of people filed into
Bristol Motor Speedway on
Wednesday for the NAS-
CAR All-Star Race.

In the hours leading up
to the race, spaces outside
the speedway took on a
festive mood as race fans
shopped for souvenirs and
enjoyed tailgates, where
people grilled hot dogs
and burgers, listened to

music and played corn-
hole.

The most visible remind-
ers of the pandemic’s pres-
ence were the face masks
some people wore as they
browsed vendors and the
subdued level of activity
compared to a typical race.

Still, many did not wear
the face masks until they
entered the stadium,
where they were required
to wear a covering until
they arrived at their seats.

Wednesday’s event was
limited to up to 30,000 fans,
which marks the country’s

See MASK, Page A9

The Associated Press

Unidentified hackers broke into
the Twitter accounts of technol-
ogy moguls, politicians, celebrities
and major companies Wednesday
in an apparent Bitcoin scam.

The ruse included bogus tweets
from former President Barack
Obama, Democratic presiden-
tial front-runner Joe Biden, Mike

Bloomberg and a number of tech
billionaires including Amazon CEO
Jeff Bezos, Microsoft co-founder
Bill Gates andTesla CEO Elon Musk.
Celebrities KanyeWest and his wife,
Kim Kardashian West, were also
hacked. The fake tweets offered to
send $2,000 for every $1,000 sent to
an anonymous Bitcoin address.

There is no evidence that the

owners of these accounts were
targeted themselves. Instead, the
hacks appeared designed to lure
their Twitter followers into sending
money to an anonymous Bitcoin
account. The Biden campaign, for
instance, said that Twitter’s integri-
ty team “locked down the account
within a few minutes of the breach
and removed the related tweet.”

BY BRIAN WOODSON
BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

B
RISTOL, Tenn. — It
was a historic night
at Bristol Motor

Speedway.
It felt like it too.
There was a feeling of

eager anticipation on a hot,
steamy Wednesday evening
as the NASCAR All-Star
Race made its debut at the
“World’s Fastest Half-Mile,”
the first time the sport’s
premier event had been
held on the high banks of
Bristol.

That move, which has
long been on the wish list
of race fans everywhere,
was made necessary when
a spike in coronavirus cases

See NASCAR, Page A10


